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Happy New Year from Intlang!
As we progress into February, it’s almost time for every Chinese 
person or person of Chinese descent in the world to say “Happy 
New Year” again. 16th February 2018 is Chinese New Year (CNY) 
and the festivities last for two weeks. Traditionally CNY is 
celebrated with a family gathering on the eve of CNY. This year 
we welcome in the year of “Brown Dog (Earth Dog)” – a good 
year in all respects!  

The Chinese zodiac is related to the lunar year in which you 
were born, so each CNY will start on a different date each year. 
The Year of the Dog is the 11th year of the 12-year Chinese  
zodiac cycle. Each CNY is named after one of the 12-animal symbols – each said to affect 
the prosperity of that year and the fate of people who are born in that year differently. 

There are also “five natural elements” (Metal, Wood, Water, Fire and Earth) associated with 
an animal sign which differ for each 12-year cycle. This is a Chinese philosophy used to 
describe interactions and relationships between things or people, either “generating or 
overcoming interaction”, with the power of nature. For example, if you are born in the year 
of the Earth Dog, the next time you will experience “本命年 (Běn mìng nián)”  or “My 
Year” is 60 years later. 

Before you go celebrating the coming of “My Year”, it is worth mentioning, that you are in 
fact more vulnerable in that year than very lucky. Tradition states that carrying or wearing 
something red every day is a good way to protect yourself. 

Intlang wishes you a happy and prosperous year, especially for those born in the Year of 
Dog!    (5 Feburary 2018)                                                           

Cited from Cullen Chen site
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Happy Chinese New Year!

Intlang Consulting Group wishes you a 
prosperous Year of Dog!

Xīn Nián Kuài Lè, Gōng Xǐ Fā Cái!

Chinese New Year and Christmas Celebrations
16th February 2018 is the 1st day of Chinese New Year (CNY), starting a 15-day festival 
celebration. There are many similarities between how people celebrate CNY and Christmas. 

Company Christmas parties and putting up 
Christmas decorations.

Company CNY parties and putting up Chinese 
New Year decorations.

Traditionally a family celebration - dinner with 
close family members, watching Christmas 
carols, or staying up late for Christmas Eve 
mass.  

The most important family celebration - reunion 
dinner with close family, watching special CNY 
variety TV programmes, fireworks and fire 
crackers at midnight.

Rushing around to have meals with parents & 
close relatives, followed by several days of see-
ing extended family and friends. Giving and 
receiving many gifts, with food and beverage 
consumption high! 

Rushing around to have meals with parents. The 
first 5 days of CNY are spent with family, and 
with friends after the 6th day;  Giving and 
receiving gifts (including “红包 (hóng bāo)” or 
red envelopes), with food and beverage 
consumption high! 

Christmas and NY celebrations extend to a 
week or 10 days. Many people take extended 
leave until mid-January.

Some people return to work after 6th day, many 
others will take extensive time off to be with 
family until the 15th day of the celebration. 

 Australia                                                                           China
1.  Two weeks before

 2.  “Christmas Eve vs. CNY Eve”

 3.  “Christmas Day vs. CNY Day”

4.  Returning to Work 

New year is not generally the time to conduct serious business discussions. Though in China, it's 
a time to celebrate with your colleagues and friends, or rekindle some good will for the new year 
ahead. Intlang can help prepare your business for new overseas ventures in the year ahead – 
contact us today. Wishing you a prosperous Chinese New Year!                         (12 February 2018)
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China’s Fastest Growing Industries
As we officially stepped into 2018, let’s look at the fastest growing industries in China:

1. Internet – the rapidly growing Internet economy with more than 3 million websites 
in China alone, is the country’s top industry for employment. 
2. Education & Training – some education funds can reach ¥30 - 50 million in capital 
(A$6 million - $10 million), there is an increasing number of tuition centres for students.
3. Agriculture – with strong support from the government and incentive programs, 
many agricultural businesses are achieving high growth and huge profit margins.
4. Tourism – from 2011 to 2013, Chinese domestic online travel market transactions 
increased from ¥131 billion by an average 25% each year.
5. Culture & Entertainment – the growing trend of low budget Chinese movies to 
achieve massive box office records, indicates Chinese people’s strong desire for culture
entertainment.
6. Smart homes – in 2015, smart home appliance sales reached ¥125 billion (A$25 
billion), and is expected to break through ¥1 trillion by 2020.
7. Age care products & services – currently less than ¥100 billion (A$20 billion) 
spending, it’s expected to be ¥600 billion per annum (A$120 billion) as demand for these 
services grows. 
8. Biomedicine – an emerging industry, the pharmaceutical technology will become 
the driving force of future innovation.
9. Health Management – economic growth and rise in living standards has increased 
people’s awareness and willingness to invest in healthy lifestyle choices. 
10. Information Security – construction of smart cities has set new demands for 
information security technology, and will be applied to cloud, mobile internet, mega data, 
and mobile payments. 

Intlang services can prepare your business to capture the growing demand in China – 
contact us to find out how (26 February 2018). 
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Culture today is “dynamic” .  It’s no longer defined by nationality. It is continuously changing 
over time, very much shaped by place and circumstances, influenced by individuality and 
personal experience, and is subject to many variations and personal interpretations. 

Some common cross cultural communication difficulties are caused by:
1. Behaviours & Practices: Characteristics that are apparent to any observer.
2. Attitudes (not observable): How the core values are reflected in specific situations in daily        
            life, socialising and working. 
3. Core Values (take long time to understand):  people’s firm belief in what’s good or bad,  
            desirable or undesirable, acceptable or unacceptable.  

Am I comfortable dealing with another culture?
Simply ask yourself these questions, do I
 feel awkward and uncomfortable? 
 expect that they will not fully understand what I am saying?
 tend to imitate the way that they speak or behaviour?
 put their emotional outbursts down to cultural differences?
 reluctantly to accept that I will probably have to spend more time dealing with them?
 become irritated quite easily?
How about trying to 
 imagine myself in the others person’s position
 be aware of my body language (such as hand waving, eye contact, physical distance, etc) 
 be interested and offer to help as much as possible 
 speak clearly, a little more slowly, and without using jargon or colloquialisms
 keep an open mind - Master how you think about yourself and others
 respect and try to understand others - pay attention to your non-verbal communication

The cross cultural communication course designed by The International College of Communication 
will enhance your cross cultural communication skills, and will enable you to communicate with 
your Chinese clients in a professional and efficient manner (12 March 2018). 
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“Made in China 2025”
Technology development and usage is progressing 
at an ever-increasing rate in China. The push for 
greater use and innovation in technology in China 
is driven by the “Made in China 2025” government 
initiative started in 2015 to upgrade Chinese 
industry. This initiative was reiterated during 
the closing ceremony of  the 2018 PyeongChang 
Winter Olympics, when 24 Chinese-made robots 
danced alongside human performers. Chinese 
industries are now rushing to meet the goals of 
“Made in China 2025” that aim to increase the 
global competitiveness of Chinese industries and 
set up innovation demonstration zones around the 
country. 

“Trade War?”
China has completed its National People’s Congress. The new tariff plan issued by the US on 1 
March 2018 has initiated the next round towards a potential China-US Trade War. The Chinese 
Government has threatened tariffs on goods imported from the US including:  fruit, nuts, wines & 
modified alcohol, ginseng, pork, seamless steel and aluminium scrap.
The US Government would add tariffs to Chinese goods and services including:  medical 
equipment, high speed railway equipment, bio-medicine, new materials, agricultural machinery 
equipment, industrial robots, IT, new energy vehicles, and aviation equipment. The world watches 
in anticipation of how global market places will be impacted and how they will react. 
In a dynamic global economy, intricate knowledge of a country’s culture, values and business 
interactions is crucial for business success. Call Intlang today to see how we can help you navigate 
through these challenging areas (26 March 2018).

News from China (China Daily,  March 2018)
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Intlang’s international marketing business has a special focus on promoting Australian products 
& services to China, a huge consumer market with a GDP of over US$23 trillion. I am often 
asked why foreign products & services in China always end up being “localised” and result in a 
similar product “Made-in-China” but a lot cheaper.

Apart from language barriers associated with foreign products which can be easily overcome 
through the provision of bilingual manuals and instructions. Other main reasons for localisation 
of products include:

• Competitiveness – A large population makes people competitive. Competition is a big 
part of the “bitter sweet” experience for Australians doing business in China where only the 
market leaders make money and in a very short space of time. Once the product is known, many 
local followers will be inspired to create something similar, driving you to defend your strategy 
against localisation. 

• Different consumer preference – Habits are hard to break. Different consumer preferences 
drive localisation. For example, in Australia we unlock doors by turning the key anti-clockwise, 
however in China it is clockwise. Whilst tanning is popular in Australia, products that whiten 
the skin are more popular in China as fair skin is associated with high education or class. Even 
spending preferences have progressed faster in China than in other foreign countries. This can 
be seen by the progression from a cash only society into one of credit cards and now mobile
payments. 

A better understanding of what triggers the “localisation” and “Made-in-China” effect, seeking 
country specific legal advice on copyright and intellectual property protection is a necessity in 
preparation for entering the China market. Intlang can assist to grow your business in China, 
contact us today to find out how (9 April 2018). 

Bringing foreign products & services to China
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When I  migrated to Australia 20 years ago, an Aussie friend invited me to attend the “Dawn Service”. He 
said every Australian should attend the service each year and at least once in a lifetime visit Gallipoli. At 
the time it only reminded me of the “Dawn of a new era with changing of the guard for Beijing’s sunrise 
flag-raising service” we attended as a child in China. Over the years, my connection to ANZAC history has 
grown deeper.

History has a way of showing us:
An estimated 30 per cent of ANZAC soldiers were born overseas. The majority were British-born, while 
others were from China, South East Asia, Germany and France.  There were an unknown number of people 
from China or with Chinese ancestry who served as soldiers in the First World War. The White Australian 
Policy had made their enlistment very difficult, but eventually they found their way to serve the country as 
much as anyone else. “If Australia’s good enough to live in, it’s good enough to fight for”. 
•  Billy Sing whose father migrated from Shanghai was the most outstanding sniper of Gallipoli;
•  Charlie Shang, found his mark in the AIF as a runner, a message runner, a very brave signaller, and   
    as a sniper on the Western Front.
•  Victorian man Benjamin Moy Ling tried to enlist twice, before he was finally accepted in 1917 at the age of
    31.
•  Kevin Hughes only learned of his Chinese heritage over the past few years and has discovered he had three 
    Chinese-Australian great-uncles (Tom, David and John) who fought on the Western Front in France.

Interestingly, first generation Chinese are trying hard to keep our next generation from not forgetting their 
heritage and Chinese language skills.  Given the opportunity, we would like our Children to demonstrate 
their patriotic heart as these ancestors did (23 April 2018). 

The Multicultural ANZAC

Sources: https://www.sbs.com.au/news/a-look-at-the-multicultural-anzacs
                http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-04-23/chinese-anzacs-not-white-enough-to-fight/6313928
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The Intlang team often conducts market research for clients wanting to determine how best to place 
their Australian product in the China market. There are many cultural differences that can be barriers 
to marketing in China.

Common challenges for non-Chinese speakers include:
1. Language barriers – Though obvious, most of the websites in China are written in Chinese.      
            English sites attached offer limited information.
2. Website structure – Structure of Chinese websites are designed based on local consumer search 
             habits where the home page is often very busy with lots of words, links, and tabs. 
3. Website content – Information on the Chinese website is often general, but politically correct. 
             Competitive market conditions in China drive business owners to promote their business
             without giving away important information.
4. Over-marketing – Many smaller companies in China may overstate their capabilities on their  
            website as brand and project size imply a good and reputable image. It is common for only 
             ~30% of a website statement to be accurate, whilst the remainder is overstated. It is Intlang’s
             commitment to help our clients verify the authenticity of such information.

People from China face different challenges including:
1. Accessibility – Some foreign websites are blocked due to the country’s censorship system. 
2. Language barriers – English only websites mean that older leaders and decision-makers must 
            rely on younger staff to translate. Without familiarity with Australian commercial practice, 
            information will be lost in translation.
3. Under-marketing – Many smaller WA businesses under promote their goods and services, 
            domestically and internationally and may be more conservative so as not to over promise on 
            their capabilities. 

The Intlang cross cultural marketing team assists WA business clients to conduct Chinese market 
research, due diligence, and strategically market through multi-lingual websites and social media 
campaigns – Contact us today to find out more (7 May 2018).  

Culture in Internet Marketing
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Start-ups are booming in the global economy, but how they attract global investment may 
require a change in mind-set, shifting from “what do I need?” to “why should they invest with 
me?”. Some things these small businesses should consider include: 

1. Putting yourself in the investor’s shoes before speaking up.
2. Understanding the investment interest of the target audience, their cultural background
            and value concept.
3. Attending international / industry conferences and events and networking with people
            from diverse cultural background.
4. Viewing risks from the investor’s point of view – unfamiliarity with the specific market, 
            legislation, tax systems, etc. 
5. Addressing investor’s needs and helping to bridge gaps. 
6. Thinking rationally why they wish to invest in your business and what the major benefits 
            to them are. 
7. What are the value propositions at play and could you let go of some things that are so
            important to your investor, to trade-off and achieve a win-win outcome?
8. Keeping your business documents neat, concise, and in the appropriate language for the
            target audience. This ensures a faster response.
9. Information to include in presentations – passion for their business sees small businesses 
            put excessive information into their first presentation to a foreign investor. This can be
            perceived as aggressive or desperate. An initial presentation should be no more than your 
            corporate introduction, marketing position, board and management structure, major 
            projects or products summary and your contact details. 

To present yourself successfully to an Asian investor or potential partners, Intlang has the 
expertise and can help you work through all these considerations and more. Please contact the 
Intlang office to book a meeting with Gloria Zhang – our cross-cultural communication and 
marketing specialist (5 June 2018). 

Attracting Investment 
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I am often asked the question ‘Is Mandarin and Chinese the same thing?’ 

Chinese is a language that has both written and spoken forms. The written form appear as Chinese characters – 
the official written Chinese language in China, whilst the spoken form includes many dialects (such as Mandarin, 
Cantonese, Hokkien, etc). Mandarin is actually a dialect and also the official spoken form of Chinese.

So the answer is “No - Mandarin & Chinese are not the same thing”.
Intlang provides language services for marketing including:
• Translation services:   English – Chinese  
• Interpretation: English –Mandarin 
• Voice over services: English – Mandarin or Cantonese
• Bilingual website / social media services 
• Bilingual marketing services 
The International College of Commuication (ICC) is member of Intlang Group, specialising in language and 
cross cultural  training solutions for Australian business executives. Key training includes:
• Combining culture and language 
• Speaking and listening skills focus (scenario based)
• Native Mandarin trainer (from China) with business knowledge 
• Flexible schedule (minimum 24 hours notice for rescheduling) 
• Customisation of training and content to be industry-specific 
• Australian project management training 
Start building your Mandarin skills today with some commonly used Mandarin words: 
1. Hello – nin hao (formal) / ni hao (informal)        2. Thank you – xie xie 
3. You are welcome – bu ke qi                                4. Yes – shi / No – bu shi 
5. Very good – hen hao                                           6. Welcome – huan ying
7. Name – ming zi                                                    8. Business card –ming pian
9. Family – jia ren                                                    10. Home - jia
11. Perth – po si                                                         12. Australia – ao da li ya
13. China - zhong guo
To build up your international marketing and Chinese business communication skills, contact Intlang or 
ICC today to get started (18 June 2018).

The Power of Language 
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